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discontinuous initial values associated with (1), we have
to consider generalized solutions in the form of generalizedInitial value problems for linear hyperbolic systems with smooth

2f-periodic coefficients are solved numerically by a modified Fou- functions (or distributions) [5; 6; 4, Appendix A]. In this
rier–Galerkin method when the initial values are nonsmooth. The paper, however, the generalized solutions considered for
described approach is seen to give substantially improved accuracy (1) will for each t be assumed to be piecewise smooth with
compared to more traditional methods. The discontinuities are accu-

respect to x.rately resolved already on coarse grids, and the fine-structure of
Utilizing Fourier methods, numerical solutions of (1)structured solutions is resolved on relatively coarse grids as well.

subject to discontinuous initial data have been studied, forThe accuracy is seen to be of high order and, even for very long
term integrations, the global error can be kept very small if the grid instance by Majda et al. [17]. In [17] it was proved that by
is sufficiently refined. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc. application of appropriate smoothing (or filtering) tech-

niques, the Fourier-collocation method could be modified
such that spectral accuracy is obtainable in regions where

1. INTRODUCTION the solution is smooth, while regions of low accuracy due
to the Gibbs phenomenon are localized to small neighbour-It is well known that traditional spectral methods have
hoods of the discontinuities. The idea of utilizing filtersto be modified if satisfactory results shall be obtainable
has been further refined in a number of later papers, e.g.for linear hyperbolic partial differential equations with dis-
[2, 19]. At least away from the discontinuities, the maincontinuous initial data [17]. The major cause of the prob-
conclusion is that for a stable algorithm, the solution forlems is the oscillatory behaviour of a truncated expansion
the Fourier–Galerkin approximation contains sufficient in-near a discontinuity, known as the Gibbs phenomenon.
formation that the pointwise values of the exact solutionVarious filtering techniques for curing this deficiency of
can be recovered within spectral accuracy by applicationspectral methods have been suggested in the literature [4].
of a proper postprocessing filter. As partly discussed in [4,The results obtained by methods utilizing step-functions
Section 8.3], however, these methods in practice give ain the reconstruction of discontinuous functions have been
relatively broad region of large error near the discontinu-particularly promising in this connection. The approach
ities. Furthermore, for the variable-coefficient case addi-utilizing step-functions was initiated by Gottlieb et al. [14]
tional filtering is normally necessary on every time step inand has been further developed in [1–3, 8–10, 13]. In the
order to stabilize the computations, and this will normallypresent paper we shall consider further improvements ob-
result in inaccuracies which are increasing with time. Thustainable by such methods.
for long term integrations in the variable-coefficient case,More specifically, we consider applications of the modi-
the existing methods are often not satisfactory. It seemsfied Fourier method presented in [10] to the problem of
difficult in particular to retain the small structure in struc-obtaining accurate numerical solutions of well-posed initial
tured solutions [4, Sections 8.3, 8.5.3].value problems with nonsmooth initial data for linear hy-

In order to amend some of the drawbacks of existingperbolic systems of the form
methods, we shall in this paper consider a different modifi-
cation of the Fourier–Galerkin method for (1). The

L[u] 5 ut 1 A(x, t)ux 1 B(x, t)u 5 0, (1) method is based on an accurate capturing of the propagat-
ing discontinuities of the nonsmooth solutions and of their
derivatives. Whenever required, the solutions are accu-where u 5 {u1, ..., um}T are the dependent variables which

we shall allow to be complex-valued, while A, B are given rately reconstructed from their spectral approximations
by adding step-functions to the Fourier basis [9]. Specialm 3 m matrices with smooth coefficients. We shall restrict

ourselves to consider the case where the solutions, as well measures are taken towards minimizing numerical disper-
sion and numerical diffusion associated with the spatialas all the coefficients in (1), are 2f-periodic with respect

to the spatial variable x. Since we are concerned with discretization of the linear operator L by invoking a process
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2 ECKHOFF AND ROLFSNES

called de-truncation [7, 10]. The approach is aimed at giving max
0#x#2f

uu(x) 2 PNu(x)u 5 O(N2m) as N R y. (5)
high order global accuracy and accurate resolution of the
discontinuities even for long term integration. Since dis-

At a fixed point x, where u(m)(x) is continuous, however,continuities are accurately represented by the utilized step-
it can be shown thatfunctions, we may also expect to achieve good accuracy

on relatively coarse grids. Moreover, since smoothing fil-
ters are not applied, the small structure is retained in the u(x) 2 PNu(x) 5 O(N2(m11)) as N R y. (6)
solutions and no ‘‘buffer-zone’’ in the high-frequency part
of the spectrum is required. An additional advantage is Moreover, it follows from (5) that as N R y
that with the same accuracy requirements, longer time
steps may be used in our approach for an explicit time
integrator than in the traditional approaches.

iu 2 PNuiL2(0,2f) 5 HE2f

0
uu(x) 2 PNu(x)u2 dxJ1/2

(7)
The paper is organized in the following way: After a

presentation of some basic mathematical tools in Section
5 O(N2m).2, we derive in Section 3 the equations governing the propa-

gation of singularities of nonsmooth solutions of (1) by the
method of characteristics, and then we propose a first- The above estimates give an important part of the
version modified Fourier method for studying such solu- explanation for why spectral methods work so well when
tions. In Section 4 we present two more modified Fourier– all functions involved are smooth. When u(x) is discontin-
Galerkin methods which are of an analogous nature, but uous, however, the estimates (4), (5), (6), and (7) hold
which are less intimately connected with the method of with m 5 0, and consequently the convergence of the
characteristics and therefore anticipated to be more flexi- associated Fourier series is very slow. The resulting
ble in applications. In Sections 5 and 6 we study the perfor- oscillatory behaviour of the truncated Fourier series
mance of the two latter methods when applied to selected expansion (2) near a discontinuity is known as the
nonsmooth problems for (1) with constant and variable Gibbs phenomenon.
coefficients, respectively. In the reconstruction of discontinuous 2f-periodic func-

tions described in [9], a family of 2f-periodic functions
Un(j), n 5 0, 1, 2, ..., is utilized, which on the interval2. FUNDAMENTALS
0 # j , 2f are given by

To a Riemann integrable complex-valued 2f-periodic
function u(x) we may for any given even integer N . 0
associate the Nth order truncated Fourier series Un(j) 5 2

(2f)n

(n 1 1)!
Bn11 S j

2fD, (8)

PNu(x) 5 ON/221

k52N/211
ûkeikx, (2)

where Bj(x), j 5 1, 2, ..., are the Bernoulli polynomials
[11]. From (8) it follows that for each n 5 1, 2, ..., Un(j) is
a 2f-periodic function of finite regularity with derivativeswhere
U(p)

n (j) 5 Un2p(j) continuous everywhere for p 5 0, ...,
n 2 1, but with U(n)

n (j) 5 U0(j) only piecewise continuous
ûk 5

1
2f

E2f

0
u(x)e2ikx dx; k 5 0, 61, 62, .... (3) with jump-discontinuities of magnitude 11 at j 5 2mf,

m 5 0, 61, 62, .... In fact, from (8) it follows that U0(j)
is a 2f-periodic step function (or rather a saw-tooth func-

As is well known [4], the error involved when we approxi- tion), which on the interval (22f, 2f) is given by
mate u(x) by the truncated Fourier series expansion (2) is
strongly dependent on the smoothness of the function u(x).
We shall in this paper limit our discussion to functions
u(x) which are piecewise smooth on [0, 2f]. If we in addi-

U0(j) 5 5
1

2f
(2f 2 j) if 22f , j , 0

1
2f

(f 2 j) if 0 , j , 2f.
(9)tion assume that u(x) is everywhere continuous and has

continuous derivatives of order p 5 1, 2, ..., m 2 1, it can
be shown [4] that

ûk 5 O(uku2(m11)) as k R 6y, (4) For the higher order derivatives U(p)
n (j), p $ n 1 1, there

are no jumps at the singularity locations. In fact, we see
thatand the best available global estimate is
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tion algorithm presented in [9] is given in an appendix. It
U21(j) 5

def
U90(j) 5 U(n11)

n (j) follows from (5), (7) that the reconstructed function is
globally O(N2(Q11)) accurate, provided that cj and the

5 2
1

2f
1 O1y

m52y

d(j 2 2mf), (10) An
j can be determined with sufficient accuracy. In the fol-

lowing we shall describe various ways of utilizing these
observations in order to obtain accurate numerical solu-U2l(j) 5

def
U(l)

0 (j) 5 U(n1l)
n (j)

tions of nonsmooth initial value problems for (1).

5 O1y

m52y

d(l21)(j 2 2mf), l 5 2, 3, ..., (11)
3. PROPAGATION OF SINGULARITIES

We shall in this section give a brief discussion of howwhere d denotes Dirac’s d-function.
singularities of nonsmooth solutions of (1) propagate whenWe note that Un(j) is an odd function when n is an even
we restrict ourselves to strictly hyperbolic systems [6]. Thus,number and Un(j) is even when n is odd. The Fourier
the characteristic equation associated with (1)coefficients (3) for the functions Un(x), n 5 0, 1, 2, ..., are

given by
det(2lI 1 A) 5 0 (15)

(Un)0 5 0, (Un)k 5
1

2f(ik)n11; k 5 61, 62, .... (12)
` `

is at every point x, t assumed to have m distinct real-valued
roots lk(x, t), k 5 1, ..., m. To each eigenvalue lk we
choose a left eigenvector lk(x, t) and a right eigenvectorIf we now consider a 2f-periodic function u(x) which

is known to be piecewise smooth on [0, 2f], the interval rk(x, t) by
[0, 2f] can be divided into a finite number of subintervals
on which u(x) is smooth. At the endpoints of those lk(2lkI 1 A) 5 (2lkI 1 A)rk 5 0. (16)
subintervals, however, the function u(x) and/or some (or
all) of its derivatives may have jump-discontinuities. As is well known, the set of left eigenvectors {l1, ..., lm}
Following [9], the assumption that u(x) is piecewise are then linearly independent, and so is the set of right
smooth on [0, 2f], is clearly equivalent with the assump- eigenvectors {r1, ..., rm}. Furthermore [6], there is no loss
tion that u(x) for any given integer Q $ 0 can be of generality by assuming that those eigenvectors at every
written, for some finite integer M, point x, t satisfy the orthogonality relations

lk ? ri 5 dki for k, i 5 1, ..., m. (17)u(x) 5 uQ(x) 1 OQ
n50

OM
j51

An
j Un(x 2 cj), (13)

In view of (13), a solution u(x, t) of (1) which for each t
where uQ(x) is some Q times continuously differentiable is piecewise smooth on [0, 2f] and 2f-periodic with respect
2f-periodic function which is piecewise smooth on [0, 2f], to x, may for any given integer Q $ 0 and for some integer
the functions Un(j) are given by (8), and An

j , cj are R $ 0 be written
some constants for j 5 1, ..., M, n 5 0, 1, ..., Q. From
the properties of the functions Un(j) discussed above,
it is clear that the points x 5 cj , j 5 1, ..., M, are the u(x, t) 5 uQ(x, t) 1 OQ

n50
OR
j51

an
j (t)Un(x 2 xj(t)). (18)

locations for the singularities on the interval [0, 2f] for
the function u(x) given by (13), while A0

j are the associ-
ated jumps for the function u(x) itself and An

j are the Here x 5 xj(t), j 5 1, ..., R, denote curves Gj in the x,
t-plane across which the solution itself and/or some (or all)associated jumps for the derivatives u(n)(x), n 5 1, ...,

Q, at those singularity locations. of its spatial derivatives suffer jump-discontinuities. The
function uQ(x, t) is for each t at least Q times continuouslyAssuming that PNu(x) is known for some N and that

we can determine all the quantities cj and An
j occurring in differentiable and 2f-periodic with respect to x, and an

j (t)
denotes the jump in the nth spatial derivative of u across(13), we may in view of (12) compute PNuQ(x) from
Gj at the time t. Following essentially [6], we get by substitu-
tion of (18) into (1)

(uQ)0 5 û0 , (uQ)k 5 ûk 2 OQ
n50

OM
j51

An
j e2ikcj

2f(ik)n11; k ? 0. (14)
` `

L[u] 5 L[uQ] 1 F 5 0, (19)
As described in [9], this may be used to accurately recon-
struct u(x) from PNu(x). A brief review of the reconstruc- where
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In view of (16), (17), substitution of (25) into (22), and
F(x, t) 5 OR

j51
U21(x 2 xj(t)) FA(x, t) 2

dxj

dt
IG a0

j (t) left multiplication by ll , then gives on Gj when l ? i

1 OQ21

n50
OR
j51

Un(x 2 xj(t)) HFA(x, t)

(20)
an11

jl 5 2
llL[an

j ]
ll 2 li

for n 5 0, 1, ..., Q 2 1. (26)

2
dxj

dt
IG an11

j (t) 1 L[an
j ]J On the other hand, if we replace n by n 1 1, left multiplica-

tion of (22) by li is seen to give on Gj

1 OR
j51

UQ(x 2 xj(t))L[aQ
j ].

dan11
ji

dt
1 li L (i)[ri]an11

ji 5 2li Om
l51
l?i

L (i)[rl]an11
jl , (27)

From the assumed regularity of the functions involved, it
follows from (19), (20) that on each of the curves Gj , j 5

for n 5 0, 1, ..., Q 2 2 after substitution of (25). By consider-1, ..., R, the following equations must be satisfied:
ing the above construction with Q replaced by Q 1 1, it
is clear that we must insist that (27) holds for n 5 Q 2 1
also, if the required assumption that aQ

j (t) shall equal theFA 2
dxj

dt
IG a0

j 5 0, (21)
jump at Gj of the Qth order spatial derivative of u shall be
fulfilled. It is also clear that the jump an11

j (t) is uniquely
determined along Gj by (25), (26), and (27), subject to theFA 2

dxj

dt
IG an11

j 1 L[an
j ] 5 0 for n 5 0, 1, ..., Q 2 1. (22)

actual initial data for an11
ji at t 5 0, say.

An examination of Eqs. (24), (26), and (27), known as
For each t we have by assumption that ak

j ? 0 for one or the transport equations for the system (1), easily reveals
more values of k 5 0, 1, ..., Q. By considering the lowest that a solution of (1) with nonsmooth initial data will con-
value of k for which ak

j ? 0, it follows from (21), (22) that tain singularities of the same order as the initial data for
the matrix [A 2 (dxj/dt)I] must be singular. From (15) every t. In particular, this means that if a solution u(x, t)
we therefore see that the singularity curve Gj must be a of (1) initially is, say, k 2 1 times continuously differenti-
characteristic curve for (1) determined by able, but suffer one or more jumps in the kth derivative,

then the solution u(x, t) will at later times still be k 2 1
times continuously differentiable, but will suffer one ordxj

dt
5 li(x, t), (23) more jumps in the kth derivative. On the other hand, it is

not difficult to see that jumps in higher order derivatives
of the solution u(x, t) may develop along some of the

where i 5 i( j) is some integer such that i [ {1, ..., m}. characteristic curves in cases with m . 1, even if there are
When i is known, the singularity curve Gj is uniquely deter- no jumps in the corresponding higher order derivatives of
mined by (23) subject to some given initial value xj(0), say. the initial data. This point will be considered further in
From (21) it follows that a0

j (t) 5 a0
ji(t)ri(xj(t), t), and multi- later examples.

plication from the left by li(xj(t), t) in (22) when n 5 0, Let us now be more specific by considering the above
shows that on Gj we have the ordinary differential equation construction for the case where the nonsmooth initial data

associated with (1) are given on a form consistent with (18),

liL[a0
j ] 5

da0
ji

dt
1 li L (i)[ri]a0

ji 5 0, (24)

u(x, 0) 5 f(x) 5 f Q(x) 1 OQ
n50

OM
l51

An
l Un(x 2 cl), (28)

where L (i) 5 I(/t 1 li(/x)) 1 B. Clearly, the disconti-
nuity jump a0

j (t) is uniquely determined along Gj by (24),
where, as usual, fQ(x) is at least Q times continuouslysubject to the actual initial data for a0

j at t 5 0, say.
differentiable and the constants An

l denote the jumps inWe may now successively determine ak
j , k 5 1, ..., Q,

the function f and its derivatives at the singularity locationsfrom (22). In fact, let us assume that a0
j , ..., an

j have been
x 5 cl. According to the results obtained above, the onlydetermined, and let us write
places where the solution u(x, t) of (1), (28) can be singular,
i.e., not Q times continuously differentiable, is then for
each l 5 1, ..., M clearly along the m characteristic curvesan11

j (t) 5 Om
l51

an11
jl (t)rl(xj(t), t). (25)

Gj,l, j 5 1, ..., m, which are passing through the initial
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singularity locations x 5 cl at t 5 0. Consequently, we will bolic systems (1) with coefficients that do not depend on
x, while Method 2 seems to be the most flexible of thein (18) have R # mM.

Since we in the following construction may allow any described methods.
jump an

j (t) in (18) to vanish, there will clearly be no loss
of generality by taking R 5 mM. With this convention it 4. A MODIFIED FOURIER-GALERKIN METHOD
is convenient here to replace (18) by

From the elaboration in [9], it is clear that the Fourier
coefficients in a truncated Fourier series representation (2)

u(x, t) 5 uQ(x, t) 1 OQ
n50

OM
l51

Om
j51

an
j,l(t)Un(x 2 xj,l(t)), (29) for a piecewise smooth function u(x) carries information

about the singularity locations and the corresponding
jumps of u(x) and the derivatives of u(x). In fact, for suffi-

where the characteristic curves Gj,l are given by x 5 xj,l(t).
ciently large N, u(x) may be accurately reconstructed on

Since by construction xj,l(0) 5 cl for every l 5 1, ..., M and
the form (13) from PNu(x) by application of the reconstruc-

j 5 1, ..., m, comparison of (28) and (29) gives
tion algorithm. Hence, even though truncated Fourier se-
ries do not by themselves provide accurate approximations,
it may be constructive also for nonsmooth solutions of (1)Om

j51
an

j,l(0) 5 An
l for n 5 0, 1, ..., Q; l 5 1, ..., M. (30)

to associate the truncated spatial Fourier series at each
instant t

In view of (26), it is not difficult to see that the initial
conditions associated with (24), (27) along each of the

u(x, t) p PNu(x, t) 5 ON/221

k52N/211
ûk(t)eikx. (32)characteristic curves Gj,l are uniquely determined by (30).

As soon as the triple sum on the right-hand side in (29)
(i.e., the singular part of a nonsmooth solution of (1), (28)) In this section we shall briefly describe modified Fourier–
has been constructed satisfying (30), we may solve the Galerkin methods for initial value problems for (1) with
residual problem for the function uQ(x, t) nonsmooth initial data which exploit these facts. The meth-

ods imply in practice that as far as possible the emphasis
L[uQ] 5 2F, uQ(x, 0) 5 fQ(x), (31) will be put on maintaining the accuracy of the Fourier

coefficients in (32) as we march forward in time. Accord-
where F(x, t) is given by (20) with the singular part substi- ingly [7, 10], we represent the terms occurring in (1) by
tuted. For sufficiently smooth coefficients A(x, t) and B(x, their Nth-order truncated Fourier series
t), it follows from the construction described above that
F(x, t) is 2f-periodic with respect to x and at least Q 2 1

A(x, t)ux(x, t) 5 f(x, t) p PNf(x, t) 5 ON/221

k52N/211
f̂k(t)eikx, (33)times continuously differentiable everywhere. For Q suffi-

ciently large, uQ(x, t) may therefore be calculated numeri-
cally from (31) by utilizing any traditional method suitable B(x, t)u(x, t) 5 g(x, t) p PNg(x, t)
for solving smooth hyperbolic problems.

We note here that in solving (31) numerically, it has 5 ON/221

k52N/211
ĝk(t)eikx. (34)

been established [12, 15] that spectral methods involve less
numerical dispersion and numerical diffusion than finite
difference methods. For the purpose of maintaining high Substitution of (32), (33), and (34) into (1) leads to
order accuracy for long term integration, a Fourier-colloca-
tion or Fourier–Galerkin method [4] therefore seems pref- dûk

dt
(t) 1 f̂k(t) 1 ĝk(t) 5 0

(35)
erable in our case. We shall refer to this combination as
Method 0, and in view of (6) we expect it to be a method

for k 5 0, 61, ..., 6(N/2 2 1).of order Q 1 1. Although it seems very probable that
Method 0 can provide accurate numerical solutions in ap-

This set of ordinary differential equations for the Fourierplications, we shall not utilize it in the form described
coefficients in (32) should be solved subject to the initialabove. Instead, we shall in the following section describe
datatwo alternative methods, Method 1 and Method 2, which

are more suited for generalizations to systems (1) which
ûk(0), k 5 0, 61, ..., 6(N/2 2 1), (36)are not strictly hyperbolic, as well as to nonlinear systems,

employing some of the same underlying ideas as in Method
0. As it turns out, it is in fact possible to show that Method which can be determined by (3) from the initial conditions

associated with (1).0 is essentially equivalent with Method 1 for strictly hyper-
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If the Fourier coefficients f̂k(t) and ĝk(t) in (33), (34) can tions for the Fourier coefficients ûk(t) for k 5 0, 61, ...,
6(N/2 2 1) can be calculated, there are two apparentbe determined with sufficient accuracy, the Fourier method

now reduces to solving (35), (36) by some accurate numeri- alternatives for calculating the terms on the right-hand side
in (39). The first, which we shall call Method 1, is to calcu-cal integration scheme. In fact, at whatever time we wish

to accurately determine the solution u(x, t), we then merely late the locations of the singularities xj(t) and the associated
jumps an

j (t) by the method described in the preceding sec-have to apply the reconstruction algorithm. In the cases
where the coefficients A, B in (1) are independent of x, it tion, i.e., by integrating the characteristic equations (23)

and the transport equations (24), (27). The second method,is easily seen that PNf(x, t) 5 A(t)PNux(x, t), PNg(x, t) 5
B(t)PNu(x, t). Hence, the accuracy of the computed Fourier which we shall call Method 2, is to calculate approximate

singularity locations and jumps by the reconstruction algo-coefficients by (35), (36) will in these cases depend solely
on the accuracy of the applied time stepping scheme; no rithm. For both methods, we deduce from (4) that for t

arbitrarily given and for any appropriate norm i?i, we havenumerical dispersion or numerical diffusion is introduced
through the spatial discretization in these cases. As we asymptotically
shall see in the following section, these expectations are
confirmed by numerical experiments. i(uQ)k(t)i 5 O(uku2(Q12)) as uku R y. (40)

`

If, on the other hand, the coefficients A, B in (1) are
dependent of x, it is not difficult to see [7, 10] that the Thus the additional Fourier coefficients needed in the
traditional methods for calculating f̂k(t) and ĝk(t) in (33), method of de-truncation can be approximated to the order
(34) may lead to intolerable inaccuracies if u(x, t) is not O(N2(Q11)) by
smooth. For a detailed discussion concerning the resulting
numerical dispersion and numerical diffusion, and how it

ûk(t) P OQ
n50

OR
j51

an
j (t)e2ikxj(t)

2f(ik)n11

(41)
can be avoided, we refer to [7, 10]. Here we shall limit
ourselves to give a brief review of the conclusions when

for k 5 6N/2, 6(N/2 1 1), ..., 6(N 2 2).the coefficients A, B in (1) are smooth and therefore may
be approximated with spectral accuracy by their trun-
cated expansions Method 1, using characteristic data, is optimal in the

sense that for any given Q the singular part of u(x, t),
i.e., the last double sum in (18), (39), (41), can be

PN A(x, t) 5 ON/221

k52N/211
Âk(t)eikx,

(37)
determined with any desired accuracy. Consequently, the
function uQ(x, t) in (18) is also determined with the
highest obtainable accuracy by this method. AlthoughPN B(x, t) 5 ON/221

k52N/211
B̂k(t)eikx.

Method 1 essentially is equivalent with the method of
characteristics (Method 0) described in the preceding
section, it seems to have a somewhat wider scope. InThe modification advocated in [7, 10], and called the
fact, for nonlinear problems one may think of applyingmethod of de-truncation, can formally be expressed as
established shock relations (the Rankine–Hugoniot rela-
tions) instead of the characteristic equation and thePNf P PN[(PN A)(P2N22ux)],

(38) transport equations. We do regard Method 2, however,
PNg P PN[(PN B)(P2N22u)]. as even more flexible than Method 1. Method 2 is clearly

not restricted to strictly hyperbolic systems, and it can
also be applied to nonlinear systems without major alter-The key to avoid numerical dispersion and numerical diffu-
ations [7, 10].sion is here to calculate an accurate approximation for the

If the dimension m of the system (1) is even, and it isde-truncated expansion P2N22u from the known truncated
easily seen that we may arrange real-valued unknowns andexpansion PNu given by (32).
real-valued coefficients such that (38) may be efficientlyIf the nonsmooth solution u(x, t) of (1) at some instant
implemented by employing complex 2N-point FFT-trans-t is given by (18), the Fourier coefficients associated with
forms [7, 10]. From a computational point of view, thePNu are in view of (12) given by
method of de-truncation requires at each time step in the
‘‘worst’’ variable coefficient case 2(m/2 1 m2/2) inverse

ûk(t) 5 (uQ)k(t) 1 OQ
n50

OR
j51

an
j (t)e2ikxj(t)

2f(ik)n11

(39)
2N-point complex FFT-transforms, 4Nm2 multiplications,
2Nm(2m 2 1) additions, and 2(m/2) 2N-point complex

for k 5 61, ..., 6(N/2 2 1),

`

FFT-transforms. An additional O(2Nm) operations are
needed in order to de-truncate PNu to P2N22u and to differ-
entiate P2Nu in Fourier space. The operational count forand û0(t) 5 (uQ

`

)0(t). Assuming that accurate approxima-
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the computation of the singularity locations and the jumps Su1

u2
D

t
1 S21 0

0 1
DSu1

u2
D

x
1 S0 21

1 0
DSu1

u2
D5 S0

0
D,

(42)
from PNu when Method 2 is applied, depends on the pa-
rameters M and Q. Since M and Q here are considered to
be small numbers, it is not difficult to see that the extra
work normally will be insignificant in this connection. Su1

u2
D5 Sf(x)

0
D at t 5 0,

In the examples which we are going to present in the
following sections, the solutions of (1) are computed both

where f(x) is a 2f-periodic function which on [0, 2f) is aby Method 1 and by Method 2. As previously noted,
rectangular pulse defined byMethod 2 is considered to be the most flexible of the two

with respect to generalizations; the performance of Method
2 is therefore of particular interest. Method 1, on the other
hand, can for the problems considered in this paper be f(x) 5 H1 if 0 # x , f,

0 if f , x , 2f.
(43)

expected to produce more accurate results and may, there-
fore, be considered primarily as a reference method. Since
the emphasis in this paper is put on the spatial approxima- Clearly, the two different families of characteristics for
tion of the solutions, we shall seek to minimize the tempo- the system (42) are given by f1(x, t) 5 x 2 t5 c1 and
ral discretization error and to choose the range of N in f2(x, t) 5 x 1 t 5 c2. By introduction of the characteristic
the computations such that the spatial discretization error variables j 5 x 1 t, h 5 x 2 t, the system (42) can be written
can be considered dominant. The scheme used for the
integration of (35) is an explicit Runge–Kutta method of u1

h
1

1
2

u2 5 0,order (4)5 with step size control due to Dormand and
Prince [16]. The scheme can be used with local tolerances
as low as about 1029. The accuracy of the computed solu- u2

j
1

1
2

u1 5 0, (44)tions is calculated by employing the RMS-error at the grid
points xi 5 2fi/N, i 5 0, 1, ..., N 2 1. We shall present

u1 5 f, u2 5 0 for j 5 h.plots generated by gnuplot routines where interpolation
between the grid point values are employed. The plots will

From (44) it follows that both components u1, u2 satisfytherefore not show the subgrid accuracy obtained by the
the Klein–Gordon equationdescribed methods.

2u
jh

2
1
4

u 5 0. (45)
5. CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS

As a consequence of the discussion in the preceding Solving (45) for u1 by the Riemann method [6] and substi-
section, it follows that the necessary modifications needed tuting into (44) produces the solution
for studying nonsmooth solutions by the Fourier method
in the constant coefficient case consist essentially only of
a postprocessing filter. In fact, no explicit information u1(j, h) 5 f(j) 2

1
2
Ej

h
Ï(t 2 h)/(j 2 t)

about the singularity locations and the discontinuity jumps
of a nonsmooth solution u is needed during the integration 3 J1(Ï[t 2 h][j 2 t]) f(t) dt, (46)
of (35) in order to maintain an accurate approximation for
PNu. Information concerning the singularity locations and u2(j, h) 5 2

1
2
Ej

h
J0(Ï[t 2 h][j 2 t]) f(t) dt, (47)

the discontinuity jumps is for the constant coefficient case
implicitly carried by the Fourier coefficients and needs
only be extracted at the actual time when we wish to recon- where J0, J1 are Bessel functions of the first kind. An accu-

rate approximate solution can be easily obtained from (46),struct u from PNu by the reconstruction algorithm. The
accuracy of the reconstructed solution at a certain instant (47) by numerical integration, utilizing, for instance, rou-

tines from the NAG-library.depends only on the time discretization error and on the
accuracy achieved by the reconstruction algorithm. In the According to the theory described in Section 3, the singu-

larities of the solution of (42) will propagate along theexample we are going to present in this section, time dis-
cretization errors can be considered insignificant with our characteristic curves fj(x, t) 5 kf, k 5 0, 61, 62, ..., for

j 5 1, 2. The solutions of the corresponding transportchoice of integration scheme.
As a test case we consider a Cauchy problem similar to equations (24)–(27) along those curves are easily found to

be for the jumps [?]j of u and its first two derivatives,one discussed in [17],
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FIG. 1. Maximum RMS-error in the two computed solution components of (42), (43).

data using the method of least squares, and for Method
2 we have only used the points at N 5 64, 96, 128, 144.

[u]1 5 S0

0
D, [ux]1 5 (21)k 1

0

1
22, The calculated errors indicate that the accuracy for both

methods is at least O(N2(Q11)) in the convergent cases.
We note that we have no convergence of Method 2
when Q 5 0, R 5 2. Indeed, since the solution has
jump discontinuities in its derivatives at locations distinct

[uxx]1 5 (21)k 12
1
4

t
4
2, (48) from the points where the solution itself is discontinuous,

the reconstruction algorithm is not accurate in this case
[9]. However, by putting R 5 4 and thus also counting
higher order singularities, Method 2 for the case
Q 5 0 appeared to be at least O(N21) accurate in our
computations.

[u]2 5 S(21)k

0
D, [ux]2 5 (21)k 12

t
2

2
1
2
2, The solution of (42) was computed in [17] utilizing a

Fourier method incorporating a smoothing filter applied
to the initial data. The obtained solution shows relatively
high accuracy in parts of the domain where the exact solu-
tion is continuous, while regions of low accuracy are local-
ized to small neighborhoods of the discontinuities. The

[uxx]2 5 (21)k 1
t2

8
1

1
4

t
4
2. (49) results shown in Fig. 1 for Method 2 with N 5 128 may

be compared to the results presented for the coarsest of
the two grids considered in [17]. At t 5 0.3, we find that
our global error results for Q 5 1 and Q 5 2 are approxi-

Similarly, jump discontinuities in the derivatives of higher mately two and three orders of magnitude better, respec-
orders, uxxx, uxxxx, etc., develop along the same character- tively, than the error observed in [17] at specific points
istic curves. When reconstructing the solution at some lying in the part of the influence domain of the initial
chosen instant, we have to choose the smoothness param- discontinuities where the solution is continuous. Since we
eter Q according to the desired accuracy. We note that in contrast to [17] also obtain accurate results near the
the initial jump discontinuities in u are transported with discontinuities, the superiority of our approach should
constant magnitude only along the curves f2(x, t) 5 kf, therefore be well established.
whereas along the curves f1(x, t) 5 kf the solution itself
is continuous while jumps in its spatial derivatives are 6. VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS
generated. Figure 2 shows plots of the computed solution,
and the calculated global error is presented in Fig. 1. As a consequence of the discussion in Section 4, it follows

that in the case of variable coefficients, it is advisable toFor N 5 32, Method 2 can only be applied for Q # 1,
due to the limited number of available Fourier coefficients apply the method of de-truncation at every time step during

the integration of (35). Thus the singularity locations and(see the Appendix). Straight lines are fitted to the error
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FIG. 2. Solution of (42), (43) computed by Method 2 with N 5 64, Q 5 2.

the associated jumps of the solution must be calculated at
u1(x, t) 5

1
2 H[1 1 cos(x 2 t)] f(x 2 t)every time step, utilizing either Method 1 or Method 2.

In this section, we shall first look at the symmetric Cau-
chy problem

2 sin Sx 2 t
2 D Ex1t

x2t
cos St

2D f(t) dt

Su1

u2
D

t
1 Scos(x 2 t) sin(x 2 t)

sin(x 2 t) 2cos(x 2 t)
DSu1

u2
D

x
5 S0

0
D,

(50)
1 [cos(t) 2 cos(x)] f(x 1 t)J, (53)

Su1

u2
D5 Sf(x)

0
D at t 5 0, u2(x, t) 5

1
2 Hsin(x 2 t) f(x 2 t)

where the characteristic curves again are given by
1 cos Sx 2 t

2 D Ex1t

x2t
cos St

2D f(t) dt
f1(x, t) 5 x 2 t 5 c1 and f2(x, t) 5 x 1 t 5 c2. By a change
of dependent variables

2 [sin(t) 1 sin(x)] f(x 1 t)J. (54)

Su1

u2
D5 1cos Sx 2 t

2 D 2sin Sx 2 t
2 D

sin Sx 2 t
2 D cos Sx 2 t

2 D2Sw1

w2
D, (51) By examining (53), (54), it is not difficult to see that no

singularity in the solution u can propagate along the charac-
teristic curves f2(x, t) 5 x 1 t 5 2kf, k 5 0, 61, 62, ....
When f(x) is given by (43), the singularities will therefore
propagate along the characteristic curves f1(x, t) 5 kf and(50) can be transformed into the canonical form
f2(x, t) 5 (2k 2 1)f, k 5 0, 61, 62, .... Along f1(x, t) 5
2kf, the initial discontinuity in u at x 5 2kf propagates
undisturbed for k 5 0, 61, 62, ..., and no jump discontinu-Sw1

w2
D

t
1 S1 0

0 21
DSw1

w2
D

x
5 S 0

w1
D,

(52)

ities develop in the derivatives of u along those curves.
Along f2(x, t) 5 (2k 2 1)f, however, both u and its deriva-
tives are discontinuous, and along f1(x, t) 5 (2k 2 1)f, u
is continuous, but its derivatives are discontinuous. In Fig.Sw1

w2
D5 1 cos Sx

2D f(x)

2sin Sx
2D f(x)2 at t 5 0. 3 and Fig. 4 we present some computational results, and

plots of the numerical solution are shown in Fig. 5. We
have not presented results for Method 2 with Q 5 0,
R 5 2 here, since we expect no convergence in this case
in view of the results obtained in the preceding section. IfHence, it is easy to show that the exact solution of (50) is

given by we let R 5 3 in the computations with Method 2 for
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FIG. 3. Maximum RMS-error in the two components of the computed solution of (50), (43). The lines corresponding to Method 2 are obtained
by linear regression with respect to the data at N 5 48, 64, 96.

FIG. 4. Absolute error in computed singularity location by Method 2.

FIG. 5. Solution of (50), (43) computed by Method 2 with N 5 64, Q 5 2.
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the case Q 5 0, however, the accuracy appears to be at
least O(N21).

From Fig. 3, the accuracy of Method 1 and Method 2
appears to be at least O(N2(Q11)) for the two presented
times. In Fig. 4, we have plotted the error in the singularity
location computed by Method 2 relative to the correspond-
ing characteristic curve f2(x, t) 5 f. In our computations
we have applied the reconstruction with a fixed number
R 5 3 of singularities in each period. Thus, we have not
taken into account the reduction of the number of singular-
ities to R 5 2 at the special times t 5 kf/2, k 5 1, 2, ..., where
crossings of different characteristics carrying singularities
occur. Furthermore, in a small time interval around each
of those critical times, we have clustering of the singularity

FIG. 6. Computed solution of (50) using the Galerkin approximation,locations and can in view of the discussion in [8, 9] expect
N 5 64.that the system of equations for the determination of the

singularity locations is ill-conditioned and, hence, that the
accuracy deteriorates there. This explains the peaks of low
accuracy seen in Fig. 4. It is interesting to note, however, ut 1 a(x)ux 5 0, u(x, 0) 5 h(x), (56)
that high accuracy is recovered in each time interval be-
tween two such peaks and no essential loss of overall accu- where the 2f-periodic coefficient a(x) is given by
racy is observed in the number of periods considered here.
A natural conclusion to be drawn from these observations
is that a quite accurate approximation for the Fourier coef-

a(x) 5 5
1 if 0 # x # 2,

1 1 c[(x 2 2)(x 2 4)]m if 2 , x # 4,

1 if 4 # x , 2f.

(57)ficients in PNu(x, t) is maintained during the time integra-
tion, even when there is clustering of the singularities, and
consequently the method of de-truncation with Method 2
is fairly robust. This conclusion does not necessarily mean,

Here 21 , c , 1 is a constant and m is a positive integer.
however, that the reconstructed solution itself is particu-

Clearly, a(x) is m 2 1 times continuously differentiable
larly accurate at times when the singularities are clustered.

everywhere, and in addition to the value a 5 1, a(3) 5
For the special test case (50) considered above, it is not

1 1 (21)mc is the extremal value of a. If the initial function
difficult to see that the corresponding coefficient matrix

h(x) in (56) is 2f-periodic, the solution of (56) is seen to
A(x, t) in (1) for any given N $ 2 can be written

be periodic in t with period

A(x, t) ; PNA(x, t) 5 Â21(t)e2ix 1 Â1(t)eix. (55) T 5 b(2f), where b(x) 5 Ex

0

dt

a(t)
, (58)

and one easily finds by the method of characteristics thatFrom the discussion in [7, 10] it is therefore clear that we
the solution of (56) is given bycan calculate PN Aux exactly if we, in addition to PNu, know

the two Fourier coefficients û6N/2. To show the significance
u(x, t) 5 g(b(x) 2 t), (59)of those two ‘‘missing’’ Fourier coefficients, we have com-

puted the solution for N 5 64 using the traditional Galerkin
where g(j) is the T-periodic function which is such thatmethod with de-aliasing in the approximation of the convo-
g(b(x)) ; h(x). Since a(x) is positive everywhere, the solu-lution sums. Figure 6 shows a plot of the computed solution
tion (59) constitutes a wave propagating to the right. Ifreconstructed with Q 5 2 at t 5 0.5 and the corresponding
the 2f-periodic initial function in (56) is chosen byRMS-error is found to be 1.9 3 1022. This illustrates the

error introduced by ignoring the Fourier coefficients v̂k for
k 5 6N/2, 6(N/2 1 1), ... in the approximation of the
convolutions corresponding to the product of an irregular h(x) 5 51 1 0.1 sin4 Sfx

2 D if 0 , x , 2,

0 if 2 , x , 2 f,

(60)
function v(x) and a smooth function a(x) from the knowl-
edge of PNa and PNv [7, 10]. It clearly motivates the use
of the de-truncation method for such calculations.

As our final test case we shall consider the problem we see that h(x) has jump discontinuities of magnitude 61
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at x 5 0 and x 5 2, respectively, whereas its first three for in (63). We may therefore hope for a faster convergence
of Method 2 than that indicated by (63), and this is alsoderivatives suffer no jump discontinuities. In this case the
confirmed by the numerical experiments. If we for Methodsolution (59) is seen to retain essentially the form of the
1 calculate the singularity locations by the characteristicinitial function h(x), but in the primary period [0, 2f] modi-
equation with PNa(x), instead of the exact a(x), we mayfied by a stretching or shrinking in the subinterval 2 ,
anticipate a similar improvement in accuracy. It is there-x , 4 due to the variable coefficient a(x). The wave regains
fore reasonable to believe that Method 1 normally per-its exact original form after its trailing front has passed
forms better than Method 2 also for this case.x 5 4.

In Fig. 7 we present results for computations with twoIn accordance with the discussion in Section 4, we shall
different choices of the parameter c determining thein the numerical computations approximate a(x) in (56)
amount of stretching. The modified solution (59) has noby PNa(x). Thus, the exact solution of the corresponding
jumps in its first three derivatives, so we let Q 5 0. Tomodified equation (56) is given by (59) when b(x) is re-
ensure stability within the whole time range considered,placed by
we had to introduce a moderate form of filtering in the
computations employing Method 2. In fact, in contrast to

b̃(x) 5 Ex

0

dt

PNa(t)
. (61) all previous cases, we have here used the highest order

Fourier coefficients of positive wave number in the trun-
cated series PN22Du rather than in PNu, when we computed

The resulting error can be easily estimated. In fact, by the discontinuity locations and the jumps needed for the
restricting ourselves to functions (57) with ucu , 0.5, we de-truncation at each time step (see the Appendix). This
have a(x) . 0.5 and PNa . 0.4 everywhere for every is done since the highest order modes of PNu are polluted
N $ 16 and every m $ 1. From the Cauchy–Schwarz with errors which presumably stem from the numerical
inequality it follows that dispersion resulting from the relatively slow convergence

of PNa. If we let D 5 0, the numerical solution obtained
by Method 2 has in our computations been found to breakub(x) 2 b̃(x)u2 5 UEx

0
S 1

a(t)
2

1
PNa(t)D dtU2

down in the time range 1.0 , t , 2f for N 5 32 and N 5
64. The choices of the parameter D used in the computa-
tions are listed in Table I.5 UEx

0

PNa(t) 2 a(t)
PNa(t)a(t)

dtU2

The rates of convergence deducible from Fig. 7 strongly
indicate that for the times presented, the computed solu-
tion is at least O(N22) accurate for Method 1 while for# SEx

0
uPNa(t) 2 a(t)u2 dtD (62)

Method 2 convergence is considerably faster. Figure 8
shows the error in the discontinuity location computed in
Method 2 and corresponding to the characteristic curve3 SEx

0
U 1
PNa(t)a(t)U

2

dtD
b(x) 2 t 5 2. It may be noted that Method 2 gives a good
resolution of the discontinuity locations even for N 5 16,# C1iPNa(x) 2 a(x)i2

L2(0,2f) ,
(2f/N P 0.39), while more grid points are needed in order
to get resolution of the fine structure of the wave. Figurewhere the constant C1 is such that C1 , 50f. It now follows
9 shows plots of the solution computed by Method 2 withfrom the properties of a(x) and (7) that for some constant
N 5 64, c 5 0.2. The time t 5 30.5 then corresponds toC we have
approximately 5 periods. We note here that, in view of the
presented error results, the computed solutions shown inub(x) 2 b̃(x)u # CN2m. (63)
the plots are indistinguishable from the exact ones. For
comparison, we have also for this test case computed aIn order to thoroughly test the accuracy and robustness of
solution using the standard Galerkin method with de-the methods described in this paper, we let in the following
aliasing for the case N 5 64, c 5 0.2. The solution recon-

m 5 2. The above estimates then suggest that we should not
structed with D 5 9 is shown in Fig. 10. The RMS-errorexpect better accuracy than O(N22), since the numerical
at t 5 2.5 was now found to be 1.8 3 1022. Clearly, thesolution is based on approximating a(x) by PNa(x). In our
fine structure of the solution is not properly resolved inimplementation of Method 1, we have calculated the singu-
this case unless the de-truncation method is employed.larity locations by the characteristic equation with the exact

a(x) instead of PNa(x), and we have in fact observed the 7. DISCUSSION
above expected accuracy. We do note here that the effect
of the oscillatory behaviour of the approximation PNa(x) We have in this paper presented modified Fourier–

Galerkin methods for studying nonsmooth solutions ofrelative to the exact values of a(x) has not been accounted
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FIG. 7. Calculated error for the computed solution of (56). The straight lines fitted to the data for Method 1 are obtained by linear regression
with respect to the data at N 5 32, 48, 64, 96.

linear hyperbolic systems. The methods are based on a the singular part of the solution at instants where it is
required. The two methods differ in the latter issue in thatspatial discretization utilizing truncated Fourier series

combined with a carefully chosen family of 2f-periodic Method 1 determines the singularity locations from the
characteristic equations and the jumps from the transportpiecewise polynomials. The general idea is that a piecewise

smooth 2f-periodic function may be decomposed into a equations of the linear hyperbolic system, while Method
2 employs the reconstruction algorithm [9] which extractssmooth part having a fast and uniformly convergent Fou-

rier series representation and a singular part which is a the same information from the truncated Fourier series
representation of the solution. In cases where the coeffi-linear combination of piecewise polynomials. That singular

part of the function is determined by the discontinuity cients of the linear hyperbolic system are independent of
the spatial variable, the methods act only as postprocessinglocations and the associated jumps of the piecewise smooth

function itself and of its derivatives up to the arbitrarily filters for the removal of the Gibbs phenomenon. In cases
of space-dependent coefficients, however, the two issuesspecified order Q $ 0. We may then according to the theory

reconstruct the function with O(N2(Q11)) global accuracy, mentioned are closely related since the method of de-
truncation is then applied. In fact, the method of de-trunca-where N is the order of the known truncated Fourier series

representation for the function. tion requires knowledge of an accurate approximation for
the singular part of the solution at every time step duringFor the two modified Fourier methods, Method 1 and

Method 2, which are applied in the test cases presented in the time integration. Even with that interplay between the
two issues, the fact that the two issues still are somewhatthis paper, emphasis is put on two issues in particular.

On the one hand, the maintenance of accurate Fourier independent of each other is illustrated by the observation
coefficients in the truncated spatial Fourier series represen-
tation for the nonsmooth solution during the time integra-
tion and, on the other hand, the accurate computation of

TABLE I

Choices of Parameter D in the Computations with Method 2
for (56)

Choice of D

c 5 0.2N c 5 0.1

16 0 0
32 3 5
48 5 7
64 7 9
96 9 11

FIG. 8. Absolute error in computed discontinuity location, c 5 0.2.
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FIG. 9. Solution of (56) computed by Method 2 with N 5 64, c 5 0.2.

that for Method 2 the accuracy of the obtained, recon- problems for systems with variable coefficients show that
the method of de-truncation, either by Method 1 or bystructed numerical solution is not steadily decreasing when

the time increases, as would be the normal behaviour of Method 2, represents a considerable improvement relative
to the standard Galerkin method for the same problems.traditional methods. In fact, the accuracy for Method 2

will normally fluctuate as the time increases, and the main In all the test problems presented in this paper Method 1
is seen to perform better than Method 2. However, wereason for that is the sensitivity of the reconstruction algo-

rithm with respect to the varying distribution of the singu- consider Method 2 to be more flexible than Method 1 with
respect to applications to more general hyperbolic systemslarity locations.

The computational results obtained for the test problems and in particular to nonlinear systems, which will be consid-
ered elsewhere.considered in Sections 5 and 6, indicate that both for sys-

tems with constant and variable coefficients the two meth-
ods achieve O(N2(Q11)) accuracy as long as the coefficients APPENDIX: THE RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
are sufficiently smooth. This is in accordance with the theo-

We shall here give a brief description of the reconstruc-retical estimates given. The methods also show their appli-
tion algorithm utilized in what is referred to as Method 2cability to nonsmooth problems for systems where the vari-
in this paper. A detailed derivation of the algorithm isable coefficients are not particularly smooth, i.e., problems
given in [9]. We let u(x) be a 2f-periodic discontinuouswhere the error associated with the truncation of the Fou-
function which is piecewise smooth on [0, 2f] with M singu-rier series representation for the coefficients cannot be
larities in each period. We assume that the truncated Fou-neglected. The results obtained for the selected nonsmooth
rier series expansion (2) for u(x) is known. From this we
want to reconstruct u(x) by calculating the representation
(13), where the quantities Q and cj, An

j ; j 5 1, ..., M,
n 5 0, 1, ..., Q, and the function uQ(x) are as defined in
Section 2.

We first want to approximately construct the algebraic
equation

zM 1 X1zM21 1 X2zM22 1 ? ? ? 1 XM21z 1 XM 5 0, (64)

which has the roots zj 5 e2icj, j 5 1, ..., M, by calculating
the unknown coefficients X1, X2, ..., XM. For this purpose
we introduce the notation

C̃k 5
def

2fikûk , G̃Q
k (0) 5

def
kQC̃k , (65)

FIG. 10. Computed solution of (56) with the standard Galerkin
method, N 5 64, c 5 0.2. and then successively for m 5 1, 2, ..., Q 1 1,
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